October 29, 2021
“I really love taking the students outside and teaching them about the seasons, how to care for the Habitat, and
having them record what they observe. It is so great to have an outdoor space to learn in.“ -Julie Stukenberg, Coyote
Springs Habitat Teacher
With support from our members and the larger community, the Highlands Center for Natural History (HCNH)
has established a specialized educational program, the SCHOOLYARD HABITAT PROGRAM, which has
enriched the lives of tens of thousands of students over the past 16 years.
Last year’s Tax Credit contributions to Coyote Springs School (totaling over $40,000) allowed us to renovate an outdoor classroom, revitalize a native habitat garden and lead interactive lessons with their students on their school site
for next two years. Given concerns with COVID-19 this outdoor classroom is being used extensively.
In 2021, we will renew a partnership with Lincoln Elementary in Prescott. For 10 years their schoolyard habitat
has hosted thousands of children. It now needs expansion, rejuvenation, updated curriculum and support for a new
generation of students and educators to utilize the space. Principal Karen Hughes shares: “All of our Lincoln School
family is thrilled to be partnering once again with the Highlands Center. We are so excited to breathe new life into our
beautiful outdoor setting. Taking learning outside has also become a renewed priority. Teachers absolutely love the
curriculum. It is derived directly from our state standards and is implemented with ease. With the help of our Prescott
community and all the generous folks at the Highland Center, we can bring our science standards to life right on our
Lincoln campus.”
Your tax credit contributions to Lincoln Elementary School will revitalize this outdoor classroom and provide
two years of teacher support/student instruction from our HCNH professional educators. Arizona tax law
permits taxpayers a dollar-for-dollar tax credit of up to $200.00 (individual taxpayer) or $400.00 (married filing
jointly) for contributions to extra-curricular activities in a public school. You do not need to itemize your state-return
to participate. Please lend your support to this program by directing your 2021 Arizona School Tax Credit
contribution to the Lincoln School Schoolyard Habitat Program. This is a great way to keep your state tax contributions working here in the Quad-city area while supporting a program that aligns with your passions and values.
Take a moment now to make your contribution and mail it to the Highlands Center using the enclosed envelope and response form. We will forward your donation to the school and they will provide you with an official
receipt for tax purposes. You have until April 15, 2022 to make your gift to qualify for a 2021 tax credit. However, a
gift before the end of 2021 will enable us to expand, replant and upgrade the Habitat this spring and have it
revitalized by fall 2022!
Sharing the Wonder,

Dave Irvine
Executive Director

The Highlands Center is a privately funded, member-supported, educational organization.
All donations are tax deductible.

Last year HCNH partnered with Coyote Springs School to refurbish and
restore their Schoolyard Habitat. Your tax credit gifts enabled us to
replace the benches in the outdoor classroom, redo the trail system, clear
out overgrown vegetation and plant 32 new native plants. Your tax credit
will also provides quality, hands-on science instruction by HCNH staff for
the next two years. Below are comments from the current students
impacted by your generosity after experiencing their first few classes in
the new Habitat this fall. Outdoor instruction and experiences have
taken on an even greater importance in the midst of the pandemic. These
experiences can lay the foundation to create the next generation of
biologists, scientists, and natural resource managers. THANK YOU!

From the Students

It was really cool learning about how there is organic matter in the habitat, and how organic
matter is composed of carbon based compounds that are found within the soil. -COYOTE
SPRINGS 6TH GRADE STUDENT
I liked learning a lot about what leaves grow on what trees and tracing the outlines of the
leaves. I liked this activity because it was hands-on, and now when I go hiking I can point out
the differences between leaves to my family. -COYOTE SPRINGS 4TH GRADE STUDENT
Soil is awesome, I found so many worms. -COYOTE SPRINGS 2ND GRADE STUDENT
One of my favorite Habitat activities was when we went outside and we traced and measured
our shadows to see how the position of the sun changes throughout the day. -COYOTE
SPRINGS 5TH GRADE STUDENT
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